Identification, Selection And Use Of Southern Plants: For Landscape Design (Fourth Revised Edition)
Synopsis
Highlighting more than 1,000 plants--from trees and shrubs to vines and grasses--this updated edition of Odenwald and Turners guide keeps with a traditional emphasis on the practical use of plants to solve and prevent landscape design problems. Annotation: Highlighting more than 1,000 plants--from trees and shrubs to vines and grasses--this updated edition of Odenwald and Turners guide keeps with a traditional emphasis on the practical use of plants to solve and prevent landscape design problems.
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Customer Reviews

I am in a Garden Club and this book will be very helpful identifying plants that some members bring in when we have our flower show. We have horticulture talks and bring in flowers to our meetings. Some times members don’t know the name of their plants or flowers.

This book is a great resource every Southern gardener should have in their personal library.

Great book. Great for identifying plants. I used this book to help me to decide what plants to use in
my landscape

The descriptions are easy to read with enough information to decide if the plant will suit one’s garden. This book helped the decision about which plants would be successful to plant in Atlanta.
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